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ABSTRACT
The form and metallicity-dependence of Spitzer mid-infrared Cepheid relations are a source of debate.
Consequently, Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 µm period-magnitude and period-color diagrams were re-examined via
robust routines, thus providing the reader an alternative interpretation to consider. The relations (nearly
mean-magnitude) appear non-linear over an extensive baseline (0.45 < logP0 < 2.0), particularly the period-
color trend, which to first-order follows constant (3.6-4.5) color for shorter-period Cepheids and may transition
into a bluer convex trough at longer-periods. The period-magnitude functions can be described by polyno-
mials (e.g., [3.6µm] = K0− (3.071± 0.059) logP0− (0.120± 0.032) logP0
2), and Cepheid distances computed
using 3.6 and 4.5 µm relations agree and the latter provides a first-order consistency check (CO sampled at
4.5 µm does not seriously compromise those distances). The period-magnitude relations appear relatively
insensitive to metallicity variations ([Fe/H] ∼ 0 to -0.75), a conclusion inferred partly from comparing galaxy
distances established from those relations and NED-D (n > 700), yet a solid conclusion awaits comprehensive
mid-infrared observations for metal-poor Cepheids in IC 1613 ([Fe/H] ∼ −1). The Cepheid-based distances
were corrected for dust obscuration using a new ratio (i.e., A3.6/EB−V = 0.18±0.06) deduced from GLIMPSE
(Spitzer) data.
Subject headings: stars: variables: Cepheids, infrared: stars
1. INTRODUCTION
Spitzer mid-infrared observations of Cepheid vari-
ables have been employed to constrain stellar mass-loss
and anchor the cosmic distance scale (e.g., Neilson et al.
2009; Monson et al. 2012). Regarding the latter,
the principal aim is to establish firmer constraints
on the Hubble constant and cosmological models
(Freedman et al. 2011). However, ambiguities linger
concerning the form and metallicity-dependence of mid-
infrared Cepheid relations.
The impetus for obtaining Spitzer observations stems
partly1 from the diminished impact of dust extinction
on infrared-based distances (A3.6/AV ∼ 0.06, §2.4).
Crucially, uncertainties tied to neglecting variations in
the extinction law are reduced. The extinction law
varies throughout the Galaxy, and a 20% uncertainty
(σRV /RV ∼ 0.2) merely contributes σµ0 ∼ 0
m.01 to
the mid-infrared distance modulus (assuming EB−V =
0.10 ± 0.03). Conversely, variations in the extinction
law can significantly impact Cepheid and star cluster
distances that rely solely on shorter-wavelength data
(e.g., Turner 2012a; Carraro et al. 2013, and discussion
therein).
1See Freedman et al. (2011, their §2).
The aforementioned points reiterate the importance
of Spitzer observations. However, a partial account pro-
vided below highlights the diverse opinions expressed
concerning the form and metallicity-dependence of mid-
infrared Cepheid relations. Ngeow & Kanbur (2008),
Madore et al. (2009), and Marengo et al. (2010) cited
different slopes for linear Spitzer period-magnitude re-
lations, while Neilson et al. (2009) suggested that func-
tion is non-linear (see also Ngeow & Kanbur 2010). For
example, Ngeow & Kanbur (2008) obtained α = −3.26
for the slope of the 3.6 µm relation using the OGLE2
and SAGE3 datasets (0.5 < logP < 1.7), whereas
Madore et al. (2009) favored a steeper slope inferred by
correlating the Persson et al. (2004) and SAGE cata-
logs (logP > 0.8). A shallower slope may arise partly
from the inclusion of shorter-period Cepheids that could
suffer increased photometric contamination, particularly
for distant targets (e.g., Macri et al. 2006; Madore et al.
2009; Majaess et al. 2013). However, Ngeow & Kanbur
(2010) deduced analogous period-magnitude relations
for relatively nearby Cepheids in the SMC that occupy
2Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (e.g., Soszyn˜ski et al.
2008, 2010).
3Surveying the Agents of a Galaxy’s Evolution (Meixner et al.
2006; Gordon et al. 2011).
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Fig. 1.— Spitzer period-magnitude and period-color diagrams for Cepheids in the Magellanic Clouds. The (nearly mean-
magnitude) data are described by non-linear trends over an extended baseline (0.45 < logP0 < 2.0), particularly the period-color
relation. Solid lines convey mean fits, and the data shown were cleaned of outliers via an iterative σ-clip. Filled circles represent
SAGE photometry, while open circles are observations from Scowcroft et al. (2011).
low and high density regions.
Marengo et al. (2010) and Ngeow et al. (2012a) found
certain models produced Spitzer period-magnitude and
period-color relations that did not match observations
spanning an extended abundance baseline (see also
Ngeow et al. 2012b, and discussion therein). Obser-
vations imply that the same slope characterizes 3.6
and 4.5 µm period-magnitude relations for SMC and
LMC Cepheids (Ngeow & Kanbur 2010), which exhibit
mean abundances of [Fe/H] ∼ −0.75,−0.33 accordingly
(Luck et al. 1998; Mottini et al. 2006). Marengo et al.
(2010) attempted to extend the baseline to include
Galactic Cepheids ([Fe/H] ∼ 0), but the effort was
marred by inconsistencies associated with the avail-
able calibrating data (see also Ngeow & Kanbur 2010,
and discussion therein). Hackwell & Gehrz (1974) and
Marengo et al. (2010) noted that the 4.5 µm passband
samples CO absorption features, which presumably alter
the Spitzer Cepheid relations and introduce a metallicity
effect. Scowcroft et al. (2011) confirmed the former find-
ing by demonstrating that cooler long-period Cepheids
exhibit colors that are modulated by the absorption and
disassociation of CO, whereas their hotter short-period
counterparts are less affected since the molecule is grad-
ually disassociated. Freedman & Madore (2011) esti-
mated that 3.6 and 4.5 µm Cepheid data exhibit a metal-
licity dependence of γ = −0.39± 0.16 and −0.25± 0.18
mag dex−1, respectively. The former estimate was re-
vised by Freedman et al. (2011) to γ = −0.09±0.29 mag
dex−1. Those results are tied partly to published abun-
dance estimates for individual LMC Cepheids, yet it is
unclear whether systematic effects pervade such indi-
vidual determinations,4 although a mean metallicity de-
rived from an entire sample appears reliable (Luck et al.
1998; Romaniello et al. 2008).
In this study the form and metallicity dependence of
Spitzer period-magnitude and period-color relations are
re-investigated. The relation linking the total extinction
at 3.6 µm (A3.6) to the optical color-excess (EB−V ) is
likewise derived from Spitzer data, as the correlation
4The Freedman & Madore (2011) analysis, which relies on pub-
lished abundance estimates found in the literature for individ-
ual Cepheids, implies that the BV Wesenheit function displays
a nearly negligible dependence on metallicity, whereas certain re-
searchers suggest otherwise (Tammann et al. 2003; Majaess et al.
2009; Bono et al. 2010).
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is necessary for computing Cepheid distances using the
period-magnitude relations derived.
2. ANALYSIS
2.1. 3.6 AND 4.5 µm PERIOD-MAGNITUDE RELATIONS
3.6 and 4.5 µm period-magnitude relations are now
inferred from LMC and SMC Cepheids. The LMC
sample was assembled by correlating HV5 Cepheids
tabulated by Madore (1985) and Persson et al. (2004)
with SAGE (Spitzer) photometry (a mean of random-
phase data). Fundamental mode Cepheids cataloged
by OGLE were likewise added to the sample. For the
SMC analysis, the Madore (1985) and OGLE catalogs
were paired with SAGE photometry. A period cutoff
of logP0 > 0.45 was imposed to: mitigate biases stem-
ming from a reputed change in slope near logP ∼ 0.4
(Ngeow & Kanbur 2010), to ensure magnitude uncer-
tainties were satisfactory, to reduce the effects of pho-
tometric contamination, and to ensure that brighter
Cepheids on the blue-edge of the instability strip were
not preferentially sampled (Sandage 1988, see also Ap-
pendix A in Freedman et al. 2001). The logP < 2.0
limit was adopted to avoid the inclusion of Leavitt vari-
ables (Grieve et al. 1985), which may adhere to a sepa-
rate slope (Persson et al. 2004, their Fig. 3).
The nearly mean-magnitude period-color (3.6-4.5) re-
lation examined in §2.3 is characterized by a higher-
order polynomial over the baseline examined, thus hint-
ing that the period-magnitude relations are non-linear.
A single linear period-magnitude function does not ade-
quately describe both the short and long-period domains
(see also Neilson et al. 2009). Longer-period Cepheids
(logP > 1.45) displayed a ∆[3.6µm] & 0m.06 offset rel-
ative to a linear fit, whereby the latter fit yields val-
ues systematically too faint. Longer-period Cepheids
are important granted the stars are preferentially sam-
pled within remote galaxies in the Hubble flow. Ef-
forts toward achieving precision cosmology (σH0/H0 < 3
%) hinge on reducing sources of uncertainty for such
stars, especially since certain Cepheid-based determi-
nations of H0 exhibit tension with the new Planck re-
sults (Freedman et al. 2012; Tammann & Reindl 2012,
and discussion therein).
Robust fitting routines were employed since the
method of least-squares is acutely sensitive to outliers,6
whereas the former techniques are less affected by spuri-
ous data and more apt to identify the underlying trend.
The robust routine applied seeks to minimize the sum
of the absolute deviations, rather than the sum of the
squared deviations. The routine was used in concert
with a 4σ clip, twice iterated. That conservative pro-
cedure was followed because Madore et al. (2009) sug-
5Harvard Variable.
6Certain outliers may be Cepheids exibiting high mass-loss
(Neilson et al. 2009).
gested that differences between the various determina-
tions for the period-magnitude relation may arise partly
from aggressive clipping/iterations.
The following functional forms were deduced and
characterize LMC Cepheids across an extensive baseline
(0.45 < logP0 < 2.0):
[3.6µm] = (15.917± 0.026)− (3.077± 0.064) logP0
−(0.114± 0.036) logP0
2
[4.5µm] = (15.890± 0.026)− (3.084± 0.065) logP0 (1)
−(0.082± 0.036) logP0
2
For SMC Cepheids the corresponding relations are:
[3.6µm] = (16.411± 0.063)− (3.041± 0.143) logP0
−(0.145± 0.074) logP0
2
[4.5µm] = (16.382± 0.061)− (3.076± 0.140) logP0 (2)
−(0.104± 0.072) logP0
2
The magnitude of the squared term increases slightly
if longer-period Cepheids are given more weight, and
the uncertainties subsequently diminish. Yet a single
quadratic expression is preferred over two linear rela-
tions since the statistical weight of the entire Cepheid
demographic can be exploited to reduce uncertainties.
Relatively nearby short-period Cepheids detected in the
Magellanic Clouds outnumber their long-period counter-
parts, as low-mass metal-poor stars cross the instability
strip with an extended blue-loop (Becker 1985). The
initial mass function implies that low-mass objects are
more numerous, which in concert with the aforemen-
tioned trend, explains the shift in the distribution of
Magellanic Cloud Cepheids toward shorter-periods.7
2.2. METALLICITY EFFECTS AT 3.6 AND 4.5 µm
The coefficients tied to the pulsation period in Eqns. 1
and 2 agree to within the uncertainties. Thus the slopes
for the 3.6 and 4.5 µm period-magnitude relations are
comparatively insensitive to metallicity variations from
[Fe/H] ∼ −0.33 to -0.75 (see also Ngeow & Kanbur
2010). The 3.6 and 4.5 µm zero-points and coefficients
for a given Magellanic Cloud agree to within the uncer-
tainties, thus indicating that distances established from
the latter passband can serve as a first-order consis-
tency check (CO is sampled in the 4.5 µm passband,
e.g., Hackwell & Gehrz 1974).
The impact of metallicity can likewise be assessed
by comparing NED-D8 and Spitzer-based Cepheid dis-
tances. Relative offsets between the SMC/LMC, and the
SMC/Milky Way, are now evaluated. The latter com-
parison provides a desirably large abundance baseline
(∆[Fe/H] ∼ −0.75). Cepheid distances were calculated
7There exists a period-mass-luminosity relation (e.g., Turner
2012b).
8NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database Master List of Galaxy Dis-
tances (Steer & Madore 2011).
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via the following relations derived from a weighted-mean
of Eqns. 1 and 2:
[3.6µm] = K0 − (3.071± 0.059) logP0
−(0.120± 0.032) logP0
2
[4.5µm] = K0 − (3.083± 0.059) logP0 (3)
−(0.086± 0.032) logP0
2
The offset between Cepheids in the SMC/LMC is
∆K0,3.6 = 0.501 ± 0.068, while the differential for the
SMC/Galaxy is ∆K0,3.6 = 18.938 ± 0.077. Marginal
extinction corrections were applied to the Cepheid dis-
tances (§2.4), and the Galactic calibration used is dis-
cussed below. The corresponding 4.5 µm results are
∆K0,4.5 = 0.480 ± 0.066 and 18.921 ± 0.075, respec-
tively. The values compare favorably to means tabu-
lated from NED-D data (n > 700), namely ∆K0 =
0.450 ± 0.012 and 18.930 ± 0.011. The results im-
ply values of γ3.6 ∼ −0.10 ± 0.10,−0.01 ± 0.06 and
γ4.5 ∼ −0.06 ± 0.10, 0.01± 0.06 mag dex
−1. The asso-
ciated uncertainties underscore the need for continued
research, and formal uncertainties cited throughout the
analysis may underestimate the true uncertainties.
In sum, the analyses imply that distances inferred
from the 3.6 and 4.5 µm period-magnitude relations
are relatively insensitive to variations in metallicity
([Fe/H] ∼ 0 to -0.75). However, a comparison includ-
ing IC 1613 is required since Cepheids in that galaxy
([Fe/H] ∼ −1) are more metal-poor than their SMC
counterparts. Reliable Spitzer data are merely read-
ily available for five logP < 2 Cepheids in IC 1613
(Freedman et al. 2009), and a comparison at present
may be premature given: those small statistics, the po-
tential for inadequate instability strip filling, and con-
cerns regarding photometric contamination expressed in
the literature (Freedman et al. 2009). Freedman et al.
(2011, their Table 1) plan to obtain comprehensive mid-
infrared observations for additional Cepheids in IC 1613.
The Galactic mid-infrared data were adopted ver-
batim from Monson et al. (2012), who presented com-
plete lightcurves for numerous Galactic Cepheids.
Monson et al. (2012) paired their new photometry
with IRSB,9 parallax, and cluster Cepheid data to
establish a Galactic calibration (e.g., Benedict et al.
2007; Fouque´ et al. 2007; Turner 2010). That calibra-
tion consists of Cepheids with near solar abundances
([Fe/H] ∼ 0), and is hence important for assessing
the impact of metallicity. However, the Galactic cal-
ibration may presently be the most difficult to con-
struct, since the constituent Cepheids exhibit sizable
differential reddening and do not lie at a common dis-
tance. The Galactic calibration currently suffers from a
lack of solid long-period calibrators, and parameters for
cluster Cepheids are being contested and revised (e.g.,
Anderson et al. 2012; Majaess et al. 2012). The IRSB
9Infrared Surface Brightness technique (Fouque & Gieren 1997).
parameters for long-period Cepheids rely directly on the
p-factor, the form of which is actively debated given
its importance (Gieren et al. 2005; Storm et al. 2011;
Ngeow et al. 2012c; Neilson et al. 2012).10 Nevertheless,
the resulting non-linear fits (Eqn. 3) to the Monson et al.
(2012) data11 yield: K0,3.6 = −2.545 ± 0.045 and
K0,4.5 = −2.551 ± 0.043. The results were derived by
adopting the logP0 coefficient established from Magel-
lanic Cloud Cepheids (Eqn. 3), while permitting logP0
2
and K0 to vary. The aim was to examine whether the
resulting coefficients for logP0
2 match those determined
for Magellanic Cloud Cepheids (Eqn. 3). The results
agree to first-order, namely −0.10 (3.6 µm) and −0.05
(4.5 µm). However, those determinations are merely
suggestive owing to the lack of numerous solid long-
period calibrators.
2.2.1. COMPARISON OF THE LMC DATA
The Madore et al. (2009) LMC sample results from
a correlation of the Persson et al. (2004) and SAGE
catalogs (a mean of random-phase data), whereas
Scowcroft et al. (2011) subsequently obtained complete
mid-infrared lightcurve coverage for the Cepheids as
part of the Carnegie Hubble Project. Eqn. 3 is now
applied to the LMC data of Madore et al. (2009) and
Scowcroft et al. (2011). The period coefficients re-
mained fixed, and the zero-point was allowed to vary.
Zero-points ofK0,3.6 = 15.939±0.030 and 15.911±0.012
were derived accordingly. The results agree to within
the formal uncertainties, and a visual inspection reveals
a reliable fit (Fig. 1). A least-squares solution was ob-
tained since extreme outliers are absent.
The Scowcroft et al. (2011) data are tied to an in-
dependent photometric standardization, whereas the
Madore et al. (2009), Ngeow & Kanbur (2008), and
Fig. 1 samples rely on SAGE photometry. A comparison
between the SAGE and Scowcroft et al. (2011, S11) 3.6
µm photometry reveals a color offset (∆[3.6]S11−SAGE ∼
−0.9 × (3.6 − 4.5)SAGE). The offset may stem from
uncertainties in the photometric standardization, but
additional research is ultimately needed to identify the
source.
2.3. PERIOD-COLOR RELATION
Period-color data for LMC and SMC Cepheids were
examined (Fig. 1). The observations are characterized
by a non-linear fit over the period baseline, whereby
shorter-period Cepheids adhere to a near constant color
and a convex trough may describe the longer-period do-
10Gieren et al. (2013, in preparation) aim to constrain the p-factor
using LMC Cepheids in double-lined eclipsing binary systems
(Pietrzyn´ski et al. 2010, 2011).
11The absolute magnitudes used were an averaged subset from IRSB,
cluster Cepheid, and the Benedict et al. (2007) parallax results
(see Monson et al. 2012).
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Fig. 2.— Left, a linear fit yields the ratio E3.6−4.5/EB−V = 0.06± 0.01 (solid red line). Right, a polynomial fit to data including
Spitzer (GLIMPSE) observations yields A3.6/EB−V = 0.18 ± 0.06 (solid red line). The ratios are used to correct Spitzer-based
Cepheid distances for dust extinction, thus stymieing the propagation of a systematic uncertainty into the distance scale. The
dashed lines were inferred from parameters adopted by Monson et al. (2012, see references therein).
main.12 Those trends can be explained in part by CO
(see also Hackwell & Gehrz 1974; Marengo et al. 2010;
Scowcroft et al. 2011; Monson et al. 2012). Fig. 1 indi-
cates that for shorter-period Cepheids the color is nearly
constant as the temperature is sufficiently high to disas-
sociate most CO. For longer-period (cooler) Cepheids
CO absorption occurs, and the molecule is gradually
disassociated in increasing amounts near the pulsation
phase corresponding to temperature maximum. The
period-color trend exhibits inflection points near logP ∼
0.75, logP ∼ 1.75, and potentially logP > 2.2. Addi-
tional analyses are warranted.
A mean color inferred from shorter-period Cepheids
near the constant part of the trend yields (3.6 − 4.5) =
0.023, 0.039 for the LMC and SMC, respectively. The
optical to mid-infrared color-excess ratio derived in §2.4
implies intrinsic colors of (3.6 − 4.5)0 = 0.015, 0.033
(LMC/SMC). Galactic Cepheids (Monson et al. 2012)
exhibit (3.6 − 4.5)0 = −0.022, as deduced from a vi-
sual match to intermediate-period Cepheids in the LMC.
That procedure was followed as the Spitzer Galactic
sample does not presently contain numerous shorter-
period Cepheids, and their longer-period counterparts
can exhibit rather uncertain reddening estimates.13
Offsets between the intrinsic colors of the three galax-
ies are likely insignificant owing to uncertainties aris-
12The period-color relation is nearly constant across the entire
period baseline when sampled at the hottest pulsation phase
(Monson et al. 2012, their Fig. 9).
13Turner (2013-14, in preparation) is reworking the Galactic cluster
Cepheid calibration with the aim of improving intrinsic color and
distance estimates.
ing from an inhomogeneous photometric standardiza-
tion, and extinction corrections. Monson et al. (2012)
note that the systematic error associated with Spitzer
photometry for Galactic Cepheids may be ∼ 0m.016
in each passband (3.6 and 4.5 µm), and a similar un-
certainty exists for the Magellanic Cloud photometry.
More sizable photometric offsets can exist in optical sur-
veys of star clusters (Stetson et al. 2004, their Table 3
for NGC 188) and the Magellanic Clouds (Majaess et
al. 2013-14, in preparation). Alternatively, comprehen-
sive mid-infrared observations of Cepheids in IC 1613
will dictate whether metallicity offsets the period-color
relation (γ3.6−4.5 ∼ −0.07 mag dex
−1 + ...), as metal-
poor Cepheids in IC 1613 are predicted to be intrinsi-
cally redder than their SMC, LMC, and Galactic coun-
terparts (Monson et al. 2012, their Fig. 10).
2.4. EXTINCTION LAW
Spitzer period-magnitude relations provide Cepheid
distances once corrected for dust extinction. Most ex-
tragalactic Cepheids observed for the HST key project
to measure H0 are reddened by EB−V ∼ 0.1 (e.g., Fig. 6
in Majaess 2010), and thus the resulting mid-infrared
extinction is marginal. There are exceptions such as the
Cepheids in NGC 6822 (Gieren et al. 2006) and Cen-
taurus A (Ferrarese et al. 2007), which exhibit compar-
atively larger reddenings.
The ratios A3.6/EB−V and E3.6−4.5/EB−V are often
used since EB−V may be known a priori from other
observations. Those ratios are now derived from Spitzer
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(GLIMPSE14) data for O-type stars, which exhibit com-
parable intrinsic (B−V )0 colors and sizable reddenings.
O-type stars in the Skiff (2013) catalog were correlated
with 2MASS, Spitzer, and optical photometry. A linear
relation between (B − V ) and (3.6 − 4.5) is displayed
in Fig. 2, and defines E3.6−4.5/EB−V . A robust fit ap-
plied using an iterative σ-clip yielded E3.6−4.5/EB−V =
0.06± 0.01.
To determineA3.6/EB−V , color ratios (E3.6−λ/EB−V )
were plotted as a function of λ−1 and extrapolated
to λ → ∞. Intrinsic optical and near-infrared col-
ors were adopted from Turner (1989, and references
therein) and Straizˇys & Lazauskaite˙ (2009). Intrinsic
mid-infrared colors were derived from the relevant color
ratios (e.g., (3.6 − J) versus (B − V ) was extrapolated
to the mean (B − V )0 adopted for an O-type star).
Although O-type stars are advantageous given the rea-
sons cited above, such young stars often occupy re-
gions displaying PAH emission, and thus the 8.0 and
5.8 µm data were bypassed to mitigate concerns regard-
ing contamination. Fig. 2 displays the extinction law
diagram, whereby a polynomial fit to the data yields
A3.6/EB−V = 0.18 ± 0.06. The ratios derived are con-
sistent with values adopted by Monson et al. (2012, see
references therein).
Lastly, extinction laws vary throughout the Galaxy
(e.g., Carraro et al. 2013; Nataf et al. 2013, and refer-
ences therein), and appear anomalous for certain regions
in the 4th Galactic quadrant sampled by GLIMPSE.
However, altering the ratio to account for variations
in the extinction law does not significantly impact es-
timated mid-infrared distances, hence a motivation for
monitoring Cepheids with Spitzer. Applying the ratio
derived above to the mean LMC reddening (EB−V ∼
0.14) yields A3.6 ∼ 0
m.025.
3. CONCLUSION
Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 µm period-magnitude and period-
color relations (nearly mean-magnitude) were re-investigated
(Fig. 1). The LMC and SMC period-magnitude func-
tions, and particularly the period-color trend, appear
non-linear over an extended baseline (0.45 < logP0 <
2.0). Applying a quadratic period-magnitude function
capitalizes on the statistical weight of short and long-
period Cepheids to improve certain distance determi-
nations. Incidentally, Cepheid distances inferred from
3.6 and 4.5 µm data are consistent to first-order, thus
indicating that CO features present in the 4.5 µm pass-
band do not seriously compromise the distances evalu-
ated (the 4.5 µm distances can serve as a consistency
check). The slope and zero-point of the relations ap-
pear comparatively insensitive to metallicity variations
([Fe/H] ∼ 0 to -0.75, |γ| < 0.1 mag dex−1). That
14The Galactic Legacy Infrared Mid-Plane Survey Extraordinaire.
GLIMPSE surveyed a portion of the 4th Galactic quadrant
(Benjamin et al. 2003).
was determined in part by comparing galaxy distances
(∆[Fe/H] ∼ −0.75) inferred from the Spitzer period-
magnitude relations and NED-D. The results support
prior findings (Ngeow & Kanbur 2010; Freedman et al.
2011), yet a firm conclusion awaits a comparison be-
tween improved data for Cepheids in IC 1613 and the
Milky Way. Further research is likewise required on
models, as noted by Ngeow et al. (2012b), with the
aim of reproducing the observed period-color trend
(Fig. 1). The latter is non-linear whereby (3.6 − 4.5)
is nearly constant for shorter-period Cepheids, and
the color may transition to a bluer convex trough
at longer-periods (Fig. 1). Lastly, an extinction law
(A3.6/EB−V = 0.18 ± 0.06, Fig. 2) was derived using
Spitzer (GLIMPSE) observations in order to correct the
distances for dust obscuration, and to avoid propagating
a systematic uncertainty into the cosmic distance scale
(and H0).
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